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ID Centre Operative
I confirm that the 'Authorised Signature' detailed above has been suitably trained to carry out their responsibilities as an authorised signatory on behalf of this company in accordance with Department for Transport / CAA directives.
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Authorised Signatory Certification
Authorised Signature Details
An Authorised Signatory is a responsible role requiring:
s  Excellent organisational skills.
s  Attention to detail.
s  Sound judgement.
s  The highest standards of probity.
The Authorised Signatory is responsible for:
s  Ensuring that the background check conducted on an applicant is done to a satisfactory standard and in accordance with the MAG Security ID Standard.
s  Sponsoring and submitting a Security ID card application only after being satisfied that the person is a suitable person to hold a Security ID card.
s  Establishing a person's legitimate need for Critical Part of the Security Restricted Area access and providing an indication for the appropriate access levels.
s  Ensuring that any Security ID holders remain suitable to hold a Security ID card.
s  Ensuring that any necessary training is provided to Security ID holders and refreshed as required in accordance with the MAG Security ID Standard.
s  Alerting the Nominated Officer to any signs or suspicions of fraudulent activity.
s  Co-operating with any requests for information from the airport operator in relation to Security ID card applicants and existing Security ID card holders, and with any investigations or audits undertaken by the ID Centre.
I confirm that I have been appointed by the Nominated Officer of my organisation to act an Authorised Signatory on behalf of my organisation. I confirm I am aware of my responsibilities and confirm I have the suitable skills and authority for this role as detailed in the MAG Security ID Standard.
Identity Verification
CRC Verification
BGC Audited
AS Training
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